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“I’

m lucky to have never felt the pull into substance
abuse or any form of self harm, short of lying on the
floor and going UGHHH.”
I smile, nod and believe Kristopher Fulton, local
composer, tenor in Vancouver Cantata Singers and top
shelf musician. Sitting on a plush purple love seat,
running a hand through his blonde quaff, he looks
regal. He drinks a black coffee, surely not his first
of the day, yet his calmness is intimidating. I keep
nodding to fill time as I scan my computer screen for
the next relevant question. They were all about rock
bottoms, addiction, and mental illness.
The night before, I read my partner some questions
I’d prepared for the interviewees.
“But..” he started, “what if the people you interview
don’t have mental or substance abuse issues?”
“They’re artists, of course they have issues..” I answered,
feeling defensive of my own tortured, creative soul.
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“…More than anyone else?”
Online I found an overwhelming amount of studies
focused on Creatives vs. The Layman. One study from
the Journal of Psychiatric Research (1st issue, 47th
edition) studied “creative professionals”— people who
have scientific or artistic occupations— to determine
creativity’s links with mental illness. As far as the
“non-creative professionals,” they used a control group
of accountants and auditors. The study concluded that
there was a relationship between creativity and illness,
but I don’t think that one’s creativity is determined
by their profession. I work in payroll services at the
moment, but spent my entire life training to be a triple
threat. My university experience landed me a BFA in
Creative Writing, but my salary job lands me benefits.
As much as I would love to have a paying career in
the arts, this is not an easily achievable reality for
many like myself. Does that mean I’m kicked out of the
creative club?
When I spoke to Dr. Madeline DeLittle, a Langley
based counsellor and teacher, she shared that in her
experience, students are diagnosed with mental illnesses more often than those with creative careers.
“But I have a sense it is part of the creative brain
too. I know students who do not wish to be medicated
or have been but choose to live on the edge of illness to
keep their creative part” Delittle adds.
When was creativity deemed this wild thing we must
subdue in order to meet social norms? Was it before
or after mental illnesses earned its negative stigma?
Categorizing the people around us is like dining out
for every meal. Sure, it’s often convenient, mindless
and mess free, but it’s not healthy or sustainable. The
contradictions of stereotypes that one witnesses daily
are easy to overlook. Besides, who has the time to accept
the complexities of strangers? After interviewing seven
local musicians, I realized that a lack of knowledge
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doesn’t equate to a closed mind. It’s our discomfort of not
knowing answers that’s pitting everyone against each
other, and encouraging us to choose sides pre-emptively. It’s okay to not know everything about every person,
we just seem to be waiting for permission hear them.
I got to hear Kris’s story once I closed my laptop,
sat back and enjoyed my coffee and company. He calls
himself a late blooming musician as it wasn’t until his
third year studying chemistry that he realized academics weren’t for him. He dropped out without telling his
parents, faked going to class for a week, and then came
out as a musician.
“It was the first dose of intense self doubt.” Kris
laughs, adding that this feeling never really goes away.
He was accepted into Capilano Colleges’ Jazz Study
Program and stuck with that for a year until transferring to the classical program. He has since been
modestly kicking ass and taking names with his
talents. He commissions pieces for Vancouver Cantata
singers, composes and designs for EP Games, wrote
a Greek mythology musical for elementary school
students, and has had works featured in the Cannes
Film Festival. He and his wife recently composed a girl,
but Kris still plans to work on music between naps and
diaper changes. He’s even ready to accept her with open
arms should she too come out of the artistic closet.
Though he admits to personal struggles with perfectionism, the relationship he has with his inner critic is
mostly healthy.
“ If the creative output isn’t as much today, then
maybe it will be there tomorrow, and that’s totally fine
because that is all part of the process.”
This line perfectly describes a universal need for
self compassion to survive. A rampant inner critic only
stresses the body and mind which is the most common
trigger for mental illnesses.
6
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“ [Mental illness] is a combination of genetic disposition and experience causing the expression of new
genes and neural pathways,” says Delittle, adding that
the proper term is “epigeneisis.”
Nature vs. nurture is too simplistic, but Delittle says
she understands the need for people to stereotype, and
that ignorance is not always malicious. When depression is dubbed as “the common cold of mental illness,”
however, it trivializes the disease. It is much easier to
assume a person just needs some Depression FX, rest
and hydration to get over a funk than learn brain chemistry, but it’s hard for many to not take a lack of education personally. If mental health is based on genetics
with triggers, I wanted to know Delittle’s views on why
artists are assumed to have deviant brains.
“Artists may be seen as out of control because they
are not hiding themselves behind society’s expectations
which are often maintained through fear,” Delittle
suggests. This made me think immediately of my interview with Johnny Matter.
I’d only seen his Facebook profile before we met at
a nearby coffee shop, and most of his pictures were of
impressive meals or a shirtless sweaty version of him
performing. When I spotted a man in a band T-shirt,
ripped jeans, and longer greasy hair, I approached with
caution. Sure enough, it was Johnny, but he was not the
intimidating dude I’d expected. He was actually quite
shy, and eye contact didn’t come naturally. That being
said, he did have some pretty intense things to share
with me, which I’m sure aren’t easy to talk to a stranger
about.
As we started with the basics, I realized his pictures
of delicious looking food were due to his day job as
a chef. He started working in kitchens as soon as he
legally could, as attending high school went from
dangerous to impossible. He told me he would get into
fights on the regular, some even bringing him close to
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death, until he was expelled from school.
“I was a long haired kid who listened to metal and
punk rock. I didn’t take shit from anyone from a very
young age” he told me. “I lived in Langley until grade
8 when my parents moved to Kamloops to try and save
me. Back then if you looked a little different it was a lot
harder growing up .”
Now, he speaks passionately about cooking and
music and combines his two loves by organizing
DIECEMBER Fest, Burger Fest, Taco Fest and the
charity event Hawaiian Punch. DIECEMBER Fest will
be happening for the eighth consecutive time this
December to raise funds for the local food bank.
“I started [Diecember Fest] after noticing we didn’t
have any festivals locally that included underground
and independent bands. Plus I wanted a vessel to host
my own bands with as it was hard to get gigs 7 years
ago.” Johnny explained.
His father introduced him to music early in life,
when the adult’s big puffy earphones were comically
large on Johnny’s head.“ I know if it weren’t for music
I would be dead.” He tells me, and he doesn’t strike me
as an exaggerating type
As a teenager, drugs were his form of escapism and self
destruction. It easy for Johnny to lose himself through
weed and mushrooms. One summer he did LSD daily.
“Later came cocaine, heroin even. It just came with
my atmosphere a lot of times, like drinking or smoking
cigarettes” he tells me, shuddering at the thought of
needles.
At fifteen he was in a psych ward for one month
because of his prescription drug abuse. He only remembers some of it, like seeing a fellow patient jump to his
death from an open window. Upon his release, he self
medicated heavily, which paired poorly with his anti
depressants. Two decades later, as he witnesses peers
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struggle with addiction, he feels fortunate that this
experience happened in his youth.
“I was supposed to be in grade nine when I was in
a straight jacket. When you’re an adult there are a lot
more consequences that come with that. When you’re
a teenager, you can still get away with whatever you
want.”
Vancouver’s been his home for fifteen years now, but
the dark ages” survive in his music. Song writing is
cathartic for him— a necessity more than a choice.
“I realized at a very young age that I can’t exist
working a 9-5 job Monday-Friday and then come home
and watch T.V. It’s not enough for me.” I felt myself
blushing in response, feeling ashamed for recently
taking an office job that leaves me uninspired to create
anything more than a Netflix addiction afterwards.
Music has brought inspiration to Johnny’s life, as
well as meaningful relationships from bonding with
other artists over common goals. It sounded beautiful,
which made the cynic in me ask him about the unrewarding aspects of his pursuit in the music industry.
“I guess one of the downsides I find with this city is
the clichés and cliques” he admits. “Working against
that and trying to break down the barriers that musicians create for themselves of trying to fit into this
category: just being an artist and creating.”
We all seem to be our worst enemies, regardless of
the passion being pursued. It’s easy to disorder priorities on a whim, then critique ourselves in hindsight.
Our authentic selves are very susceptible to social and
financial pressures.
“It’s always good when you start out with people that
they lay things out on the table,” Johnny says about
healthy collaborations. “It’s like any relationship— If
you don’t believe in marriage or want kids you should
bring that up in the first few months or so, like ‘Hey!
9
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What do you want out of this experience?’”
Despite city regulations and gentrification making
rapid changes to the community, Johnny isn’t worried
about artists, though he’s quick to point out the huge
imbalance of money being put into the community.
While people cheer and support the PGA, CFL, UFC,
NFL, NHL, and WTFL’s, few are cheering as loud for
local art.
“The city might try and push musicians down, but I
don’t think they’ll ever win. Every time they take one
venue down, three more pop up. I know a lot of artists
who have moved out of this city because of the expense
of living here, but I know a lot of die hards who are still
sticking it out” Johnny assures.
I met one die hard, Sean Cameron Amsing years back
while working at the now closed gem The Sin Bin. He
bartends and hosts a trivia night at The Manchester
now, which is where I interviewed him, off the clock.
When I arrived, he already had an orange juice in front
of him and declined my offer of beer. I asked our waiter
for water feeling embarrassed about suggesting alcohol
at 3PM.
Sean’s just as busy now as he was when we first met:
bartending, writing a screenplay and songs, working
on an album, organizing fundraisers, and performing
with his band and as a comedian. He’s always looking
for the next way to be heard.
“I’m very keen on making some sort of a political statement with whatever I do. If you’re putting
messages out there in the world- you gotta try and be
part of the solution not the problem.” I’d forgotten how
animated his already large features could get when he
talks.
His first big break was when he started hosting a
radio show at SFU. There, he met someone who wanted
to record an album with him, and all his childhood music
classes paid off. Now, he calls himself a serial collaborator.
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“I’ve only been in democracies.” Sean says, resting
back into the booth seat. “Every band has leaders, and
when they’re brilliant, they’re brilliant. I’m as pretentious as any artist, but if it’s going to take a bit of my
ego to be crushed to support mutual goals, I would
sacrifice that for a result 100% of the time.”
Holding one’s tongue for the greater good sounds
easier said than done, and reads mostly as a bumper
sticker to me. Perhaps that’s why Sean got an entertainment lawyer early in his career- for those times
his martyr attitude goes MIA. Of course collaborations
aren’t always 100% successful, but Sean insists he
wouldn’t be making music if he wasn’t having fun.
“People are going to want to embrace and follow
the party,” he admits, speaking to the lifestyle of a
musician. “But if you stop listening to all the compliments around you, you’ll realize the high you’re really
addicted to is from when you’re performing.”
He’ll do some stuff to relax, smoke some joints to get
reassured about something he knows comes from his
own brain. For Sean, the key thing for anyone making
music is to realize that they don’t need substances to be
creative.
“It’s weird though, because when you’re a Creative,
no one thinks you’re working, and so when you do
work on things and you mentally exhaust yourself,
you just want to forget, to escape” Sean explains. “You
spend so much time in your head that sometimes you
want to be something else, somewhere else.”
When I paid the bill for his two juices, I realized he’d
been drinking double screwdrivers.
“Who are you interviewing next?” Sean asks me as I
pack up.
When I tell him, he wishes me luck in the form of “I
hope he doesn’t over pretentious you to death”.
Jasper Sloan Yip is a savvy dresser with a kitten
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named after Patty Smith, but far from pretentious
despite his success. He spoke to me like we were old
friends, catching up over cool beers on a busy patio.
Jaspers hands moved enthusiastically while he talked,
pausing only to toss complimentary popcorn into his
mouth. His impossibly lanky fingers basically shouted
“I play guitar.” Jasper’s been playing since he was
sixteen years old, and comes from a nuclear family of
artists. As soon as he had his own guitar, he started
creating music. After he received his first paycheque
from a drug store job, he bought a tape recorder.
“I remember thinking ‘I’m going to get paid $300
every 2 weeks? This is amazing!’” he laughed telling me.
Jasper recorded an album, put it on the internet, and
got a call the next day from CBC Radio. You know, just
like every musician. His big break resulted in recording more music with the station, heavy radio play,
and opportunities to commission pieces. He met the
members of his seven piece band naturally through the
community and at shows, and feels fortunate to have
attracted good dependable people. Once again though,
I was told that every type of relationship, work or play,
has it’s difficulties.
“Being in a band involves a lot of discussion, and a
lot of arguments. It’s the same thing as romantic relationships—I wouldn’t be surprised if they access the
same neuropaths in your brain or something.”
Songwriting is also constant work. Unlike many
musicians I interviewed, Jasper views song writing as
the bane of his existence.
“I don’t know where that comes from, when people
insist ‘it feels really good to get it out!’ If I didn’t have to
write songs then I probably wouldn’t. It’s the most consistent source of unhappiness, to be totally honest with you,
because 90% of it is a complete failure, artistically.”
Jasper is all about patience and taking time to get to
know a song and how a person’s mind works. When he’s
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lost bandmates, he doesn’t chalk it up to mental illness
or substance abuse.
“Mental breakdowns are just as frequent with non
musicians. I mean that whole sort of tortured artist
is Hollywood shit man. You hear it a lot because icons
who struggle with drugs and alcohol have mainstream
exposure, so people will equate that to artistry in
general. It silly, it’s juvenile. All the artists I know are
the coolest and best people ever.”
Still though, any super media outlet is only catering
to audiences who crave dramatic narratives. Overcoming horrible struggles can certainly help people’s
careers, but Jasper reminded me that the things we
gain in life don’t always outweigh the costs.
“A guy like 50 Cent may have exploited, if that’s
the right word, the fact that he got shot nine times.
The point is… he got shot nine times! That sucks, you
know?”
I was introduced to Steve Beddel at the same party I
met Jasper at. The two musicians work at the same cafe,
but I interviewed Steve at a different one. Steve’s band is
also a seven piece, with a style that’s as dynamic as he
is.
“I just feel like now I have too much energy to play
really introspective calm folky music,” Steve says,
adding, “now what I get off on is having people dance
and move. I want to take the introspection, delicateness,
harmonies and the complication of folk music but put it
in a context where it’s going to be exciting for people.”
In Steve’s experience, audiences in Vancouver have
especially low attention spans. He remembers attending
a show at the Biltmore earlier this year, where the lead
singer actually stopped mid performance to ask people
to put their phones away. Because of this reality, Steve
writes with integrity and authenticity, keeping his
songs the same but adapting their delivery.
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“It still comes from a personal place,” he tells me,”
but instead of singing it softly, I want to yell it.”
At nineteen, Steve jumped on a Greyhound headed
as far away from Ottawa as possible. He didn’t have
any friends or contacts in Vancouver, but he planned
to go to trucking school to driver semi-trailers. After
that training, he went to school for sound engineering before focusing on making his own music. Like
everyone in creative fields, he’s had doubts about his
creativity, thoughts of returning to school and guaranteeing more stability in his life.
“There’s always more to be done and improve, but
you have to draw a line with the self critic,” Steve
reasons. “If you’re too hard on yourself, you’re not
going to get anything done. The trick is to be open to
making mistakes because I’ll be making mistakes my
entire life and learning from them, you know?” I do
know, because it’s a scary reality. Progress and comfort
are oxymorons.
Steve doesn’t have the same predisposition that
mentally unwell or addicted artists struggle with, and
didn’t have much to say on my main topic. He know’s
lots of people who do drugs recreationally, himself
included, and doesn’t see any problems with it. Marijuana’s more of a lifestyle than a drug in his mind, and he
smokes before song writing for fun, not creativity.
“I perform while fucked up,” he states, unapologetically. “Not to the point of being annihilated, but I think
it’s really fun to be a little intoxicated or buzzed before
you go on stage.” He admits to perhaps over doing it in
his past, but maybe that’s because it’s so easy to do so.
Bands often get paid in alcohol, and then bought more
drinks throughout the night. He laughs as he explains
the fine line between thinking you’re playing well
versus what the audience is actually experiencing.
“When you’re doing it so much it isn’t difficult, it
feels second nature, a challenge almost- like how far
14
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can I push it? Now i think it’s irresponsible, but it’s
easy to get carried away in the moment.”
Steve’s aware that definitions of addiction, lifestyle and “fucked up” vary. To him, real problems
look like Vancouver’s DTES, an entire neighbourhood
that represents downward spirals. Mental health and
addiction are expressed in far less extremes, however,
and while shelter is a privilege, it doesn’t guarantee
immunity protection from triggers and illness.
“A lot of musicians—as most people are— are just
hugely socially anxious.” Allie Lynch, bassist for Supermoon and T.V Ugly, tells me. “We go to shows where we
only known each other in a very awkward, periphery
way. Drugs are too expensive, and people mostly do
them at rave type venues or electronic shows.” That,
she believes, is the reason binge drinking has become
normalized in her scene.
Allie broke down The Achilles heel of most artists for
me: it’s their huge insecurity constantly colliding with
simultaneous narcissism.
“We want to be the centre of attention, we want to
be liked, make great art and have people know how
talented we are. But also the whole time we’re just so
doubtful that it will even be any good.”
Back in high school Allie lied to her coworker at
Rogers Video, a man in charge of shows for the Ambleside Youth Centre. Allie’s nonexistent band was given a
slot in an upcoming show, prompting the fastest band
creation and set compilation ever. Allie and her friend
Celina Kurz, called themselves Kidnap Kids, which
turned into Movieland until a member turnaround made
it Supermoon.
“I usually tend to play with all women,” Allie admits,
“because they’re better at putting their ego aside. I feel
like guys will just naturally be way more domineering and
put their foot down, whereas women can be more compromising and value the friendship element a little more.”
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That being said, she loves being a part of her co-ed
band TV-Ugly. In her previous experience, guy musicians expected less from her as a woman—especially if
they were also dating her.
“Being a musician has definitely changed who I hang
out with. You’re around musicians a lot so that’s who
you end up dating. And then that sucks too because
you’re fucking competitive with your boyfriend all the
time. I have yet to do it successfully.”
Every person I interviewed for this subject made
some sort of comparison between creative collaborations and romantic relationships, but none of the men
commented on a gender dialogue.
No one bats an eye when a band is all male, yet there
is so much discussion around all girl bands. Extra
expectations and stress is being put on female musicians, which seems especially unfair as women are
40% likelier to experience mental illness than men. All
girl bands are celebrated like a freak show for playing
great music without the help of men. Conversely, Allie
told me that girl bands also experience backlash from
people who complain that any popularity received is
based on the nuance of an all female cast. Ultimately,
Allie chooses to not read reviews. Her passion is music
but it’s still in the realm of a hobby and she wants it to
maintain a positive thing in her life. All of the interviewees have other jobs as their livelihood, as passion
alone doesn’t pay rent.
“T” for example, makes clothing, the evidence of
which was obvious throughout her basement suite. As
we talked, she went through a huge tupperware box
trying to find her first concert poster. Her tickle trunk
of paper is filled with fliers and posters from past
performances, articles she wrote for youth magazines,
and posters for her ex dance troupe “Pussy Cat Girls.”
“I like to make things, I like to share,” she tells me.
She also likes to party, but says that music has
16
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subdued her down to only using weed and alcohol. She
considers this usage too soft and minimal to count as
real substances.Then again, the drug induced schizophrenia also probably made her want to change.
“My life ended many times and I didn’t know if
I’d ever be able to function in society again. I was on
disability and told I’d never be able to have a normal job
or live life unsupervised.”
She credits music as the thing that saved her life.
The oldest of seven, T had a chaotic childhood to say
the least. Her neurotic mother always found another
reason to pick up and leave. Between Newfoundland,
Surrey, South America and Squamish, T used music as
a common language when English didn’t suffice. After
spending key developmental years in South American,
T came back to Surrey feeling like a twelve year old
foreigner and was placed in ESL. When she got an
electric guitar for her thirteenth birthday, her sonic
obsession was fully activated and music once again
taught her how to adapt to her surroundings.
High school kicked her drug abuse into full gear.
The kids she bonded over music with were linked
together by social marginalization and an openness to
drug use. At lunch they’d play guitar, teach each other
riffs in the smoke pit, and plan their next score. The
last straw for T was when her family moved again, this
time to Squamish. The fourteen year old moved to Fort
Langley by herself where finishing high school quickly
lost its appeal.
Uncensored up until this point in our interview, T
started referring to getting out of “that place,” Eventually I learned that she was committed to a mental institute
twice. She always kept a guitar in her ward. As a part
of her release plan, T had to spend at least an hour or
two daily with a youth worker, to prove that she was
playing and writing music regularly. She played her
first show shortly after her final release, but describes
17
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the girl on stage like a stranger to the outgoing,
gorgeous, optimistic individual across the table from me.
“It was so hard going back into the world and being
a person. I couldn’t look people in the eyes for a couple
of years.” In fact, she could barely talk, and was so
changed by prescription drugs and weight gain plans
that she felt like a vegetable.
Without performing to focus on, T says there’s
no way she would have recovered. She went back to
complete high school in Squamish before moving to
Vancouver where she had odd jobs in comedy, modeling,
acting, and serving. This didn’t satisfy her creative
nature, so she went on to her create a clothing brand
and her first band.
“Being in a band has helped me understand relationships with other people more than anything in my life,”
she laughs, adding, “and you’re talking to someone
who’s had so much therapy and social issues and stuff.”
As for avoiding substances, T tells me confidently
that she can say no now. It doesn’t always mean she
does, mind you, but using in excess is something she’s
careful to stay clear of. Currently a member of three
bands, T is too work driven to party non-stop.
“It’s almost like the job of being a musician helps me
from getting too fucked up on the road.”
The screensaver staring at me from her kitchen-side
computer is a picture of T screaming into a mike, hair
flying over a crowd. The T looking at me from across
the table is all freckles and smiles. Her hair is just long
enough for the curls to touch her plain T-shirt.
“People who play loud aggressive music are not all
aggressive assholes” she emphasizes. “Just because
you’re covered in tattoos, chains or bracelets and stuff
doesn’t mean you’re a bad person.” Similarly, not all
people who look nicely put together are stable or kind.
Ultimately not every person, illness, addiction,
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medication, therapy technique, acceptance or denial
is the same. Solutions to each problem aren’t solved
like a puzzle- no ones knows what the final picture is
supposed to be of, and pieces constantly change shape.
I am a sucker for horoscopes, and read them even
when I know the Virgo they are talking about it a
different one than I am. The Georgia Straight doesn’t
know what time I was born or how my moon and sun
signs interplay to create my “fortune.” So while I have
ideas about the type of person a Virgo is supposed
to be, there are still a lot of variables to account for
realistically.
It’s hard to resist the pre-made moulds that are
readily available to us in the form of stereotypes and
stigmas, just as it would be to eat microwave meals
three times a day. But we are what we eat, and a diet
comprised of processed shit we rarely look into is
horrible for us in the long run.
Practicality and stability are things emphasized as
we are raised and educated in the western world, far
more than creativity and passion. There does not have
to be a disconnect. The creatives I had the chance to
sit down with are smart, self-aware, and stable enough
to know that making music makes sense. We all work
differently, yet similarly in our struggles for self
compassion. There is evidence of colour everywhere,
yet we are told to look for answers in black and white.
Not every musician is the same, not all creativity stems
from escapism, and mental health is affected by nature
as well as nurture.
The fact that music above all else- the societal expectations, stress, triggers, and temptations- was the
most powerful melody for these people I interviewed is
substantial. In a big, diverse city like Vancouver, it’s
easy to feel lost in the crowd, intimidated by artistic
competition, tempted by short term fun, and deterred
from the arts due to finances. Despite this, a passion
19
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for music, creation, and sharing helps musicians like
the ones I interviewed cope with life.That’s the kind of
narrative we need to be hearing about more often, and
explore for ourselves.
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